DUALCORE
SKI BETTER
BE ONE WITH YOUR BOOTS

MORE LIVELINESS AND PRECISION, EASIER ENTRY-AND-EXIT,
AND A NEW LEVEL OF SKI BOOT PERFORMANCE AS REACTIVE
AND DYNAMIC AS YOUR OWN BODY.
BE ONE WITH YOUR BOOTS, BE ONE WITH YOUR GOAL.

LANGE
TECHNOLOGY
PERFORMANCE IS NOTHING WITHOUT FIT.
FIT IS NOTHING WITHOUT PERFORMANCE.
Since the brand’s creation back in 1948,
every morning at Lange, we wake up
inspired with the aim of developing
unique products underpinned by our
traditional expertise and continuously
renewed innovative strength.
Like the champions we’ve accompanied
to the summits of success, this perpetual
quest for progress is written in our DNA.
Through its research into the perfect fit,
Lange shares, supports and boosts the
determination and discipline that drives
each skier. Because each foot, like each
passion, is unique.

SOFTER PLASTIC
SANDWICH
CONSTRUCTION
By sandwiching a softer
plastic core within more
rigid plastic, we are able
to drastically enhance
elastic tension within the
boot delivering power,
snap and rebound.

Softer plastic
is targeted to areas
that wrap the foot and
lower leg, allowing easy,
comfortable entry
and exit.

BECOME ONE WITH YOUR BOOT,
TO BECOME ONE WITH YOUR GOAL.
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DUAL3D LINER

SHINCONTROL

3D MOLDED INTERNALLY AND EXTERNALLY, OUR CUSTOMIZABLE
DUAL 3D LINERS OFFER INSTANT OUT-OF-BOX FIT FOR ALL-DAY
COMFORT AND CONTROL.
BE ONE WITH YOUR BOOTS, BE ONE WITH YOUR GOAL.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION OF OUR SHIN CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
ADDRESSES THE NEEDS OF COMMITTED WOMEN SKIERS FOR
ENHANCED COMFORT AND CONTROL.
BE ONE WITH YOUR BOOTS, BE ONE WITH YOUR GOAL.

INSTANT FIT
BE ONE WITH YOUR BOOTS

3D INTERNAL
DESIGN
3D EXTERNAL
DESIGN
Perfectly matches the
inner shell for the most
precise and accurate
power transmission.
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Perfectly wraps the
foot and lower leg for
our most comfortable
anatomic fit.

DEDICATED
WOMEN’S DESIGN

ASYMMETRIC
PADDING
As you flex into your
boot, our asymmetric
padding disperses
pressure over a larger
area for enhanced
comfort and control.
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LX
RX
RS

SEGMENTATION

WHAT’S
NEW?
LUXURY FIT,
LIGHTWEIGHT,
LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE.
All-new LX collection combines Lange’s
legendary precision with a relaxed and
luxurious all-mountain fit. The more
accommodating 102mm width expands
our “Choose Your Fit” concept to offer
reduced foot compression for optimized
all-day comfort no matter your foot
shape.

p.10

FIT unisex

p.14

RACE

ALL MOUNTAIN

FREERIDE

92mm
RS WORLD CUP

97mm
RS

100mm

RS WIDE

THE PERFECT BALANCE.
RX is all about the balance of
performance and comfort. Dual Core
technology ensures the boots’ rebound,
precision and flex offer prefect
performance. Dual 3D customizable
liners provide precise fit with all-day
comfort. To make every skier that much
better.

p.28

RX LV

XT LV

RX

XT

NEW
102mm

LX

FIT women
92mm
RS WORLD CUP

97mm
RS SHORT CUFF

POWER & PRECISION.
Revolutionary design combined
with our optimized Dual Core shell
technology supplies an unparalleled
level of performance. Greater precision
and response. Superior flex control.
Exact fit.

RX W LV

XT W LV

RX W

XT W

100mm

NEW
102mm
LX W
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RACE

TECHNOLOGIES

SPECS

SKIER BENEFITS

WORLD CUP

Cork Flow padding
Adjustable tongue
Lacing system

Precise high tension
WC race fit

FULL

100% Customizable thermo liner
3 types of high density foam

Precise firm tension fit

PRO

100% Customizable thermo liner
2 types of high density foam

Precise average/medium
tension fit

PERFORMANCE

DUAL 3D LINERS

80% Customizable thermo liner
Medium density foam

Precise soft tension fit

NATURAL STANCE
A	Cuff cant +/- 1,5°.
B Enhanced fore-aft balance, leverage 12° without
12°/16°
+/- 1,5°

spoiler and 16° with forward lean spoiler.

C	Enhanced edge release, speed 0° degree sole cant.
D	Enhanced balance, steering 4° ramp angle.

0°

4°

DUAL CORE
As you drive and flex into your boots, DUAL CORE
actively compresses and expands – harnessing potential
energy to deliver explosive power, snap, and rebound.
Imagine World Cup precision and response, easy entryand-exit, and a new level of ski boot performance as
reactive and dynamic as your own body.
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SUPERLEGGERA

TECHNOLOGIES

NATURAL STANCE
A Cuff cant +/- 1,5°.
B	Enhanced fore-aft balance, leverage 12° without

12°/16°

spoiler and 16° with forward lean spoiler.

+/- 1,5°

C Enhanced edge release, speed 0° degree sole cant.
0°

D Enhanced balance, steering 4° ramp angle.

4°

97mm

100mm

102mm

CHOOSE YOUR FIT
Experience Lange’s legendary
performance in total comfort. Our
CHOOSE YOUR FIT concept features three
unique fits (PERFORMANCE, PRECISION
and COMFORT), ensuring every skier can
Be One with their boots no matter their
foot shape.
PERFORMANCE
FIT

PRECISION
FIT

COMFORT
FIT

DUAL 3D LINER PRO LIGHT

A lightweight version of our innovative
Dual Core technology. As you drive
and flex into your boots, DUAL CORE
LIGHT actively compresses and expands
– harnessing potential energy to deliver
explosive power, snap, and rebound.
Imagine lightweight precision and
response, easy entry-and-exit, and a
new level of ski boot performance as
reactive and dynamic as your own body.

PRO

DUAL CORE LIGHT

SPECS

SKIER
BENEFITS

100% Customizable thermo liner
2 types of high density foam

Precise average /
medium tension fit

GRILAMID
GRILAMID® plastic is ultra-lightweight
and boot-fitter friendly, allowing pinpointed personalization while retaining
high-performance rigidity for dynamic
downhill performance.
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ALL MOUNTAIN

TECHNOLOGIES

97mm

100mm

SPECS

SKIER BENEFITS

FULL

100% Customizable thermo liner
3 types of high density foam

Precise firm tension fit

PRO

100% Customizable thermo liner
2 types of high density foam

Precise average/medium
tension fit

PERFORMANCE

80% Customizable thermo liner
Medium density foam

Precise soft tension fit

SPORT

DUAL 3D LINERS

60% Customizable thermo liner
Soft density foam

Precise soft tension fit

102mm

CHOOSE YOUR FIT
Experience Lange’s legendary
performance in total comfort. Our
CHOOSE YOUR FIT concept features three
unique fits (PERFORMANCE, PRECISION
and COMFORT), ensuring every skier can
Be One with their boots no matter their
foot shape.
PERFORMANCE
FIT

PRECISION
FIT

DUAL CORE
As you drive and flex into your
boots, DUAL CORE actively
compresses and expands –
harnessing potential energy to
deliver explosive power, snap,
and rebound. Imagine World
Cup precision and response, easy
entry-and-exit, and a new level of
ski boot performance as reactive
and dynamic as your own body.
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COMFORT
FIT

THINSULATE
THINSULATE™ is a lightweight
synthetic insulation that delivers
increased warmth in damp
and cold conditions for all-day
comfort.

SHIN CONTROL
Our unique women-specific SHIN
CONTROL liner offers maximum
comfort while maintaining
the required precision and
responsiveness for optimum
ski control. The anatomical
asymmetric tongue distributes
shin pressure as you flex into the
boot, dispersing it over a larger
area for enhanced comfort and
more control.
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TECHNOLOGIES

NEW LX – ALL MOUNTAIN 102mm
102mm

NEW LX WOMEN – ALL MOUNTAIN 102mm

DUAL CORE
102mm COMFORT FIT
Lange’s COMFORT FIT provides a wider,
more forgiving 102mm last designed
for skiers with high volume feet or
skiers seeking all-day comfort without
sacrificing performance.

As you drive and flex into your boots, DUAL CORE
actively compresses and expands – harnessing
potential energy to deliver explosive power, snap, and
rebound. Imagine World Cup precision and response,
easy entry-and-exit, and a new level of ski boot
performance as reactive and dynamic as your own
body.
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SPECS

SKIER BENEFITS

FULL

100% Customizable thermo liner
3 types of high density foam

Precise firm tension fit

PRO

100% Customizable thermo liner
2 types of high density foam

Precise average/medium
tension fit

PERFORMANCE

80% Customizable thermo liner
Medium density foam

Precise soft tension fit

SPORT

60% Customizable thermo liner
Soft density foam

Precise soft tension fit

COMFORT

DUAL 3D LINERS

Extra soft padding
Non-Thermo

Extra soft tension fit

THINSULATE

SHIN CONTROL

THINSULATE™ is a lightweight synthetic insulation
that delivers increased warmth in damp and cold
conditions for all-day comfort.

Our unique women-specific SHIN
CONTROL liner offers maximum
comfort while maintaining
the required precision and
responsiveness for optimum
ski control. The anatomical
asymmetric tongue distributes
shin pressure as you flex into the
boot, dispersing it over a larger
area for enhanced comfort and
more control.
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FREERIDE

TECHNOLOGIES

SKIER BENEFITS

100% Customizable thermo liner
3 types of high density foam
Ultralon foam / Lacing system

High precision
Strong hold
Lightweight warmth

FULL

100% Customizable thermo liner
3 types of high density foam

Precise firm tension fit

PRO

100% Customizable thermo liner
2 types of high density foam

Precise average/medium
tension fit

60% Customizable thermo liner
Extra soft density foam

Precise soft comfort fit

RACE

SPECS

THERMO 1

DUAL 3D LINERS

SKI / HIKE POWER
V-LOCK 2.0
Lange’s patented technology opens up a greater
range of movement (40°) in “hike” mode
to increase mobility on ascents, while a new
metal-on-metal locking mechanism for the
shell and cuff in «ski» mode paves the way for
a whole new level of performance and power
on descents.

DUAL CORE LIGHT
A lightweight version of our innovative Dual Core
technology. As you drive and flex into your boots,
DUAL CORE LIGHT actively compresses and expands
– harnessing potential energy to deliver explosive
power, snap, and rebound. Imagine lightweight
precision and response, easy entry-and-exit, and a
new level of ski boot performance as reactive and
dynamic as your own body.

ULTRALON
ULTRALON® customizable liners are extremely
lightweight (330g) and offer a high level of insulation
for increased warmth, comfort, and control.
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JUNIOR

TECHNOLOGIES

JUNIOR FIT
Lange’s JUNIOR FIT is designed for
smaller calves and foot shapes to deliver
enhanced, junior-specific comfort, fit, and
performance.
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REPLACEABLE SOLES

ALU BUCKLES

Replaceable MONOMATERIAL TOE and HEELS
can be updated when worn for longer boot life.

ALUMINUM buckles offer increased strength for
efficient closure and increased durability.
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RENTAL

TECHNOLOGIES

DUAL CORE
POLYURETHANE SHELL
As you drive and flex into your boots, DUAL CORE
actively compresses and expands – harnessing
potential energy to deliver explosive power, snap,
and rebound. Imagine World Cup precision and
response, easy entry-and-exit, and a new level of
ski boot performance as reactive and dynamic as
your own body. POLYURETHANE (PU) plastic offers
premium rebound, response, and durability.

RENTAL LINERS
Our rental-specific liners are designed to maximize
consumer comfort and longevity of fit over time
and power strap features a special barcode area
for easy inventory management.
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RENTAL SPECIFIC FEATURES
Lange RENTAL SPECIFIC features include a boot
size indicator under the sole and on the rear cuff
quick and easy identification.
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